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The Mathematics Day

The Mathematics Day was celebrated virtually by DWPS School on 19th December 2020, Noida
Extension to honor the legendry Srinivasa Ramanujan, as a self-taught mathematician. The
occasion was honored by the presence of the Shri Anand Kumar Sharma, Scientist, Indian
Metrological Department, New Delhi

DWPS, NE - SOARING HIGH WITH SEE CURRICULUM
“The world is brighter with the happiness of children”
Children’s emotional health is the key to future happiness.

VERVE OF VICTORY CREATE GUINNESS WORLD RECORD

The most awaited programme of attempting a world record title on the ‘Largest Assembly
of Sundial – Nationwide’ organized by the Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare and Ministry of Earth Sciences in association with Vijnana
Bharati on 22 Dec ’20, was a tremendous success. The very fact that a huge number of
students assembled virtually was itself an unbeatable record. The entire DWPS family
congratulates the students for their excellent coordination, prompt responses and timely
execution which led to the grand success of the project.

Moment of pride
Meticulous Efforts by Delhi World Public School
Crowned at Inspire Awards. Scientists are created not
born in the light of innovation and perseverance
.Laurels won consecutively by Delhi World Public
School, Noida Extension to have again added a feather
to the cap of achievements by having won appreciation
and applaud for successfully being qualified for the
prestigious Inspire Awards by DST, Ministry of
Science and Technology , Government of India under .
Inspire Awards Manak is one of the most reputed
awards of its kind for excellence in the field of
innovativeness in technology. Aarav Srivastav with the
project mobile application "Sehat- Health First" Namit
Agarwal for the "Concept Walking Stick" won laurels
to have achieved moments of pride. They have truly
proved that challenges are the stepping stone for
having transformed every milestone into momentous
achievements. These young innovators project idea got
rewarded with Cash Prize of Rs 10,000 each and very
soon they will participate at District level event.

RAPTUROUS PLAUDITS
JOYOUS CELEBRATION FOR DWPS, NOIDA EXTENSION
It is a moment of extreme jubilation for DWPS, as we share with pride and delight that our
school team has been adjudged the best team apart from the host school in
'EXCELLENCIA' - a Literary event organized by DWPS Ajmer, under the able patronage
of Delhi World Foundation.
This is the first ever online competition during the pandemic which brought all the
branches of DWPS on a common platform and provided a huge arena to the students to
participate in as many as fifteen competitions.
The most coveted trophy bagged by the school bears the testimony to the excellent
participation of the students.
We owe our heartfelt gratitude to the parents who have worked relentlessly with their
wards thus enabling us to have an edge over the others.
It surely goes without saying that the school is sure to scale much greater heights in future
where parents are ever supportive and work collaboratively to make all our dreams come
true.
Warm regards
Ms. J. Arora
Principal.

A JOURNEY OF SUCCESS
Accept the changes so that you can feel the exhilaration of victory!
It is a matter of pride to once again share the glimpse of glorious achievements of our dynamic
Dipsites in various inters school online competitions held in the month of December’20.
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IX
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Ad Clad

December Rohit Sharma

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMME IN
ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

The students of DWPS, Noida Extension made their mark at the recently-concluded
Nordic-Baltic International Programme, which brought together premier schools across
Delhi and NCR to engage with the 8 Nordic-Baltic countries, and explore their relations
with India in the post-pandemic scenario. We are proud to announce that the following
students walked away with certificates and cash prizes at the conclusion of the programme:
Juana Jangra – Class VI – First position in public speaking, representing Team Denmark
Aradhya Pareek - Class II – Second position in public speaking, representing Team Latvia

Big Congratulations to the winners !!!

Be Fit - Never Quit
What better way to shape your body, mind
and soul - Fit India?
DWPS, Noida Extension feels proud on its
successful completion of 'Fit India
Campaign' - An initiative by Honorable
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, to help
the citizens of India improve their physical
and mental well-being. The campaign helped
the students to stay active with fun sports
activities like Yoga, aerobics and some
simple exercises. Throughout the week,
Students were educated to focus on healthy
food & eating habits and also simple ways to
keep the diseases at a distance. Their
dedicated Will exhibited a skill and actively
participated in all the events that were a part
of this programme.

CHRISTMAS EUPHORIA
in DWPS !!!
DWPS treats everyone with
a twist for the 2020
Christmas Eve!
Christmas comes once a
year and when it comes, it
brings good cheer. Indeed,
the year had been rather
unique, so the students of
Delhi World Public School
make it a Dazzling Delight
for everyone on this XMas.

Indeed the campaign helped them to realize
that the human body is the best work of art.
Thanks to our Principal who gave us an
opportunity in making this Healthy Mission
come true. Infact, Fitness is our Priority.
With each department
hosting special assemblies
virtually, the spirit and
charm of Christmas marked
a
brighter
beginning.
Nativity play, Carols, hiphop jive, wish lists,
Christmas
background
decoration, resolutions and
the list was long... The
festive mood waved it's
magic wand and made
everyone's day. That was
unending
Euphoria.
Christmas Charm will
always be at DWPS as we
stand heart to heart and
hand in hand.

WORKSHOP ON FUTURE
CAREERS & COMPETENCIES IN 2025
DWPS always endeavors to get your
wards the best exposure, DWPS, NE
collaborated with Incubate INDX for a
webinar on Future Careers and
Competencies in 2025 for the students
of classes IX- XII Date: 23 December
2020Time: 2:30 pm- 3:30 pm Prof
Arjya B Majumdar was the speaker for
the dayProf. Arjya B Majumdar studied
at St. Joseph's College Calcutta and
pursued his Bachelor's degree from the
National University of Juridical
Sciences, Calcutta, one of India's
premier Law schools. He pursued his
master's degree in Law from Tulane
University, New Orleans, USA. He has
also been a visiting research fellow at
the University of California (Davis),
University of Liverpool, The National
University of Singapore, and the
University of Melbourne. He has also
on occasions, advised the Government
of India in their disinvestment programs

The speaker mentioned seven core competencies
that students should develop if they wish to
succeed in future. The eloquent flair of the
speaker captivated the attention of the senior
students and left them pondering about their
future. It was an interesting cum enlightening
session.

Design thinking is both an
ideology and a process that
seeks to solve complex
problems in a user-centric
way. With an aim to gain
mastery over the skill DWPS,
Noida Extension, conducted a
workshop for class VI on 15
Dec'20 and for class VII on 16
Dec' 20.
The resource persons Ms
Anamika, Mr Hitesh and Mr
Kaushik shared their expertise
with
the
students.
The
workshop enabled the students
to recreate and redesign with
their attention inward. Design
thinkers are sure to impact the
future.

All India 8th Korea-India Friendship Essay
Competition 2020’ was organized by the
Korean Cultural Centre, Embassy of the
Republic of Korea. The competition further
added a feather to the cap of achievements
gained by our young learners who shared their
perspective about the same. In their words “It
was a multitude of information about the
geographical, communal, religious aspects
which gave a real picture of the countries to
further strengthen and nurture a healthy bond
to enhance cordial relationships.

Team School Scoop

